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it’s early summer and agathe is back in France, 
at home in montreuil. she has to get over her 
husband’s death and return to her work as a film 
director. the unexpected arrival at her house of 
a couple of icelanders, a sea lion and a neighbour 
that she has always desired yet never vanquished 
will give agathe the strength to get her life back 
on track…

~SynopSiS~
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While writing and shooting my last film, Back Soon,  
i tremendously enjoyed working with professional and 
non-professional actors in a somewhat “crazy” story in 
which my goal had been to work with a screenplay that 
would be structured, but would leave room for impro-
visation and “accidents” as they happen in reality.

the pleasure was renewed when i realized that the 
people who went to see the film felt “good” during 
this journey, and walked out of the theater filled with 
energy.

i felt like bringing this “icelandic” energy back to my 
neighborhood in montreuil, to build, with my co-
screenwriter Jean-luc Gaget, a kind of possible sequel 
to Back Soon.

the film’s mood will be the same, some of the actors 
will be the same too, and they’ll be joined by professio-
nal and non-professional French actors.

i seem to have developed a taste for making people 
smile; it has taken time and several films since Battle 
Cries, but there is a true challenge here for me,  
something that may be a bit silly, but which belongs 
with happiness, giving some joy to the audience.

Queen of Montreuil is about agathe, and the closure 
in mourning that she will find, at last, thanks to the arri-
val in her house of icelanders who are accompanied by 
a sea lion. 

Queen of Montreuil is about the families we invent 
for ourselves because it’s sometimes hard to stand up 
on your own when you have no roots, and because in 
any case, it’s always better to live together with several 
people than living alone.

~Director’S Statement~
Why “Queen of montreuil”? 

Solveig Anspach
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sólveig anspach was born in Vestmannaeyjar, iceland, to an american father and an icelan-
dic mother. after studies of philosophy and clinic psychology in Paris, she graduated from 
the director’s line at the Femis Film school in Paris in 1989. 

she has directed more than a dozen of documentary medium-length films, e.g. Sandrine 
in Paris (1992), Barbara, you’re not guilty (1998), My Mom’s a ganster (1998), Reykjavik, 
Elves in the city (2001), and Made in the USA (cannes, 2001). Her two last documentaries 
are: False Paintings in real Icelandic Landscapes and The Secret, a portrait of Mazarine, 
Mitterrand’s hidden daughter.

~Director’S biography~
haut leS coeurS! - 1999
won many international prizes and Karin Viard  
received the césar 2000 as Best actress for her 
performance. Cannes / Director’s Fortnight

Stormy Weather - 2003
with elodie Bouchez and Didda Jonsdottir, takes 
place in Brussels and Vestmannaeyjar. Didda  
Jonsdottir won the icelandic edda as Best actress 
of the year. Cannes / Director’s Fortnight

back Soon - 2008
an icelandic comedy with again Didda Jonsdottir 
and many other icelandic actors, non actors and 
musicians, has been awarded in many festivals, and 
did the opening in locarno, winning the Variety 
Prize.
 

louiSe michel la rebelle - 2010
her last film, entirely shot in new caledonia, tells 
the story of louise michel, the French anarchist 
hero of la commune de Paris (1873). louise is 
played by sylvie testud.

uPcominG ProJects
anspach is currently preparing her next feature 
lulu, Femme nue, with Karin Viard and Bouli 
lanners, as well as writing an adaptation of  
tHe Far cry by Fredrick Brown.
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agathe   Florence loiret caille

anna   DiDDa JonsDottir

Úlfur   ÚlFur aegisson

caruso   eric caruso

samir   samir guesmi

alexandre   alexanDre steiger

~caSt~
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~creW~
Director SóLVEIg ANSPACh

Producer PATRICk SOBELMAN

screenplay & dialogues SóLVEIg ANSPACh & JEAN-LUC gAgET

cinematographer ISABELLE RAZAVET

sound ERIC BOISTEAU & JéRôME AghION

artistic Director MARIE LE gARREC

editing ANNE RIEgEL

sound editing, mix JEAN MALLET

music MARTIN WhEELER

Production EX NIhILO

co-production MIkROS IMAgE

in association with LA BANQUE POSTALE IMAgE 5 

& COFIMAgE 23

With the support of RégION ILE-DE-FRANCE 

& LE CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA CINéMATOgRAPhIE

languages FRENCh, ENgLISh, ICELANDIC 

French distribution  DIAPhANA
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